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:rvfOl'~EY AND BANKING

A i{EGlJLATED GOLD STANDARD
, J?i;;;;;-:'J,~::' at the =r=. oj ~he intern~ti(},!al mone~a1J'. sysi~m vi the [uture is increasing in 'Volume

J1l all counsnes. The [oliowing IS a contribution to this dISCUSSIOnby Projessor F. A. von Haycb, of
;],::;London School at Economics: 1s Projessor Hayek points out, the gold standard is subject to iwo
defects-the first applymg to all international standards, namely the u1Jwillingness oj individual
c01!ntries tC!J adjust their national economies to a1! international standard; the second inherent in gold,

'1!amely, iht: pe.riodic maladjustments between the demand for and the su.ppZ·y ot gold. Professor
Hayek's St{~gestior; wp!t!d be an ingenious device tor assisting to OVerCfl'H~~the second diffict!!t:-·. 'Bui
!fIe cannot !:ig~ee!£Jl!h Projessor li:zye.~thai the problem of national ad.jfdti'!titll is the same ishether there
is a gold sund-ard. with rigid parities or not. Adjustment there must be; but .ihe rigidity 01 mode-»
national eosnomies are such that they neither can nor will be brought into line with each aihr:« solelv
by ;#tUt.at itdj~~~tTn[;n£:;.. in ou, opiniun, any proposal [or an international monetary system which

is=r= tlzi:: tact is of dOflbttu,~l,},p:r::.a:c.:::tl:'c:at~. ..':'2::u:i:':.tt~': .:....... __ -::-_:--:---:-~-:---;:-:-:--
IT is still impossible to predict when conditions will make . The second counr is againstthe choice of-gold as the .i~t~r-
a solution of intemational currency problems appear national standard. and it is quite strong. The possibility
practicable, This daes not mean that it is too early to ask of an absolute scarcity of-gold, which only a few years ago
what sort of system we really want, and we can begin to was so widely canvassed, does not seem a~ -great now .a~
survey the practical possibilities of a permanent reorganisa- was then cornmomy assumed. But there IS undou~tcdl)-
!iUD, even if the adiual decision should only have to be danger of grave disturbances arising out of cha~ges in the
made at a fairly distant datc. , demand for gold. .

The case againstililre gold standard, in the fonn in which There is, however. no practical alternative to the geld
that case is now must popular, is based on two separate standard. No other standard has the slightest chance of
counts. One is directed not against gold in particular, general agreement or even of support from all the great

.but against any kind of international standard. It is hoped countries. Even if an international agreement on some
to protect. the econnmic system of any country against all more scientific standard could be arrived at, there would
disturbances original!mg abroad, by cutting loose the rigid be little hope that it would last. It is most unlikely that
connection between the national currency and those of in difficult times individual countries would make serious
other countries wh>rh a fixed parity pr vides. It would efforts to preserve an international standard unless these
make little difference-whether this was done by remaining efforts also permitted the maintenance of a national mone-
on an independent Flper standard, or by ostensibly adopt- tary reserve, which would be of use even if the inter-
ir.g a gold standard ;;rut with a proviso for variable parities . national agreements broke down. If an international
or wide gold points within which considerable fluctuations standard is wanted, the gold standard, in spite 01 its
will be possible, or by any similar device. In all these undeniable defects, is the only practical choice. The real
cases no· common international standard' would really problem is, therefore, how the gold standard can be made
exist. . subject to some kind of international C;';I;h";::;; which wouid

This part of the anti-gold argument must, I think, be remedy its more serious defects. The immediate practical
unreservedly rejected as equally wrong on theoretical as problems 'will arise out of changes in the dt:iu<!.!.!ll Ior gold,
on practical grounds, It is a delusion to believe that a ...vhich will be the consequence of the l"t::,;L(ua";vu uf a. golu
country can really avoid the necessity of adapting itself standard.
to changing international conditions by. simply changing It is impossible to prophesy at what value gold would
the external value Eil: its currency. The adjustments may settle down after the restoration of an international zold
take place by a sonewhat different route, and in some standard if the building up of new gold reserves ~ere
cases the burden 01 the readjustment may be shifted to simply left to competition. The problem of correcting the
another country. There is, however, strong reason to initial maldistribution of gold and of adapting later the
expect that such a system will set up very considerable supply of the international medium to changes in demand
new disturbances hE" intensifying the erratic movements will have to be solved if the gold standard is to become <in
of short-term funds. And, even more serious, the latitude anchor to which individual nations can safely entrust the
which such a system. allows to the decision of the national fate of their monetary systems. There are, however,
currency authorities would undoubtedly be abused in some serious obstacles which make it difficult to obtain wat kind
instances to snatcha temporary advantage from the" other of international control of gold supplies which is needed.
countries by deprecating the national currency to an un- No nation is likely to give up its control of whatever gold
justified extent. ABd who could say in the concrete case it possesses. That every nation will always regard its
whether ~h an act IiIfpolicy was" justified" or not? gold stock as an ultimate reserve against an emergency,

Since we 'can~GIrreally evade in this way the effects or be it a war or the breakdown of the international agree-
the real changes ID. ~e underlying conditions, or the effects ment, is a fact which must be accepted. The. idea of a
of the ,errors and mistakes in the monetary policy of other deliberate redistribution of gold reserves, or of the
countries, the only hope lies in the creation of an inter- centralisation of a part or all of the gold with an inter-
national system iiihich will minimise the causes of such national authority which would issue s s geld notes"
external disturbances. The main requirement of a new against it, and all similar proposals must in 'general be
~ys~e:n is that it. shou.ld ensure that the policies of the regarded as utterly impracticable. ' . . .
individual countries will move. in step. 'The problem is ' Fortunately there seems to be a method available which
to find some kind! of international standard which will is practicable and would make possible effective inter-

. effectively do th:iF:and a~ the same time give scope for national control of total reserves without any radical depar-
such a degree o.f :mtemahonal control as will allay legiti- ture from familiar practices, It is the regulation of 'the
mate apprehensions. Is the gold standard in any of -its extent to which gold exchange (immediately realisable
forms a possible solution? claims on other gold standard currencies) shall be used as a

substitute for gold in the reserves of central banks.
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Some kind of international agreement ont11isporn woua
be needed in any case. In the decade after the war the use
of gold exchangein place of goldwas carrie~ to a consider-
able extent by many of the smaller countries, as a device
to avoid the necessityof acquiring great quantities of gold,
and to make .the reserves a profitable investment. The
lossesmade on these holdingsof gold exchange when many
of the larger countries went off gold have now greatly
discredited this" gold exchange standard." A restoration

. of the gold standard ~t present would have the conse-,

..quencethat an effo~ would be made to substitute gold for
these exchangeholdings, Indeed, that process has already
begun. For some time at any rate the holding of gold
exchan e instead of old would be regarded as a sign of
weakness and undue dependency on other countries. But-
after some years the cheapness of .the gold exchangestan-

_ dard would again begin to attract more and morecountries;
and lead to .a process of international credit expansion
which would tend to cause another collapse.

The unregulated use of gold exchangeas a substitute for
gold in the reserves of central banks is therefore in itself
a cause of disturbance. But since the need for someregu-
lation of its use is unquestionable, it might as well be used'
to counteract discrepancies between the demand for and
the supply of gold itself. An international agreement
which fixed the percentage to which gold exchangeshould
be substituted for gold in the reservesof all countrieswould
provide a mechanism which could adapt total reserves to
changing situations, by varying this percentage. The prac-
tical procedure would probably be to establish, by
periodical international agreements, definite limits within
which the exact :percentages would be fixed at shorter
intervals by a permanent international body, such as the
Board of the Bank for International Settlements.

In effect, such variation of the proportion of gold ex-
change held, in lieu of gold by all central banks would be
equivalent to changing the size of the metallic gold re-
serves. But it would have the important advantage that
each country would still be free to determine the total size
of its reserves, according to the exigenciesof the moment.
It would require little change in established central bank
technique, and a minimum of interference,with national
policies. Na change in the demand for or the supply of
gold is likely to occur, the effects of which could not be
counteracted by appropriate changes in this ratio. Any
additional demand for gold could be met by increasing
simultaneously the percentage of gold exchange in all
central bank reserves to an extent which would just release
the amount of gold required, while undesirable additions
to the supply of gold could be similarly absorbed without
disturbance by a corresponding reductionof the percentage.
Any change of this sort could easily be inade gradually, .
without interfering with the normal operation of the gold
standard. While this device would provide an instrument
of control to be' used whenever needed, it would not pre-
sent an inducement to all too frequent or unjustified
changes. Comparatively few and small changes would
probably be sufficient to preserve reasonable stability after
an initial period of readjustment. Indeed, it is one of the
main advantages of this SCheme,that it would fully pre-
serve the mechanism by which national policies are
adjusted to each other.


